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About This Game

Warman is an action-adventure game with persistent hero progression. Fight hordes of enemies and explore traps, puzzles,
secrets and various loot.

Each run starts in a camp at the base of the tower. You can customize and enhance your equipment and expand your camp by
exploring the tower.

Features:

Procedurally generated levels combined with handcrafted rooms: A random layout of handcrafted rooms offer a
different and new challenge each run.

Persistent progression: Your heroes will retain their level and equipment from each run.

Camp upgrades: Rescue villagers that will help you climb the tower.

Items: Random generated effects and the ability to customize and enhance them with the help of camp villagers.

Multiplayer: Play with your friends.

Enemies: Random ability combinations create deadly challenges.
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Title: Warman
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG, Early Access
Developer:
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Publisher:
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